
company brief.
Swisscom is Switzerland’s leading telecom provider and the leading full outsourcing partner for Banks in 
Switzerland. Swisscom‘s headquarters are in Ittigen, near the capital city Berne. With over 21,000 employees, it 
generated a turnover of CHF 11.7 billion in 2014.

Swisscom is one of the most sustainable companies in Switzerland and Europe.

project brief.
Provide web development capacity for multiple websites. Keep the build and support costs down while providing 
appealing, functional websites based on Neos.

The larger sites will be upgraded on TYPO3 CMS.

business benefits.
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With a good working 
understanding and a common 
framework, the websites are built 
quickly and in a standardized 
manner.


Web Essentials allows Swisscom 
to f lex according to need and 
be innovative with the latest 
technology.


Furthermore, through our network 
in the TYPO3 community, we are 
able to consult with Neos/Flow 
core developers which made the 
solution cutting edge.



what we did technically.
 Swisscom‘s web development team needed f lexible capacity for many 

websites. They decided on Neos for the smaller sites and TYPO3 for 
the larger sites  some had 100+ extensions.

 Web Essentials built a common Neos platform that maximizes the 
capabilities of Neos while providing a standardized approach for easier 
maintenance. We also built most of the sites ourselves.

 Using Neos, Docker, Grunt (Compass, Assemble), we pushed the 
boundaries of the possible.

about webessentials.

Web Essentials is a leading provider of website and web development services. Founded on Open Source 
and ethical values we help clients add high quality capacity and specialist expertise. Our services are sought 
after by leading companies across Europe and Asia. Making these services easy to use enables our clients to 
Think Big and grow their businesses more prof itably.
 
Find out more on our website:

 www.web-essentials.asia
 
Or send us an email:

 sales@web-essentials.asia

” 

Web Essentials allows Swisscom 
to f lex according to need.“

Swisscom


